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The beyond-generalized Proca theories are the extension of second-order massive vector-tensor
theories (dubbed generalized Proca theories) with two transverse vector modes and one longitudinal
scalar besides two tensor polarizations. Even with this extension, the propagating degrees of freedom
remain unchanged on the isotropic cosmological background without an Ostrogradski instability.
We study the cosmology in beyond-generalized Proca theories by paying particular attention to
the dynamics of late-time cosmic acceleration and resulting observational consequences. We derive
conditions for avoiding ghosts and instabilities of tensor, vector, and scalar perturbations and discuss
viable parameter spaces in concrete models allowing the dark energy equation of state smaller than
−1. The propagation speeds of those perturbations are subject to modifications beyond the domain
of generalized Proca theories. There is a mixing between scalar and matter sound speeds, but
such a mixing is suppressed during most of the cosmic expansion history without causing a new
instability. On the other hand, we find that derivative interactions arising in beyond-generalized
Proca theories give rise to important modifications to the cosmic growth history. The growth rate of
matter perturbations can be compatible with the redshift-space distortion data due to the realization
of gravitational interaction weaker than that in generalized Proca theories. Thus, it is possible to
distinguish the dark energy model in beyond-generalized Proca theories from the counterpart in
generalized Proca theories as well as from the ΛCDM model.
I. INTRODUCTION
After the first discovery of late-time cosmic accel-
eration [1], the constantly accumulating observational
data of supernovae Ia [2], cosmic microwave background
(CMB) [3], and baryon acoustic oscillations [4] have
placed tighter bounds on the dark energy equation of
state wDE. The cosmological constant Λ (characterized
by wDE = −1) is overall consistent with the observational
data at background level, but the phantom equation of
state (wDE < −1) is also allowed from the data [5]. At
the level of perturbations, the cosmic growth rate mea-
surements of redshift-space distortions (RSD) [6–8] and
cluster counts [9] have shown tensions with the Planck
CMB bound on σ8 predicted by the Λ-cold-dark-matter
(ΛCDM) model [10].
If the cosmological constant originates from the vac-
uum energy associated with particle physics, the vacuum
energy usually acquires quantum corrections much larger
than the observed dark energy scale [11, 12]. It is worth
pursuing the possibility of realizing wDE smaller than
−1 without theoretical pathology while modifying grav-
itational interactions with matter to be consistent with
the cosmic growth data. Modified gravitational theories
can allow for the realization of such a possibility [13, 14].
In the presence of a scalar field coupled to gravity, it
is known that Horndeski theories [15] are the most gen-
eral scalar-tensor theories with second-order equations of
motion. There are models of the late-time cosmic ac-
celeration in the framework of Horndeski theories—like
those based on f(R) gravity [16], Brans-Dicke theories
[17, 18], and Galileons [19–22]. These models can lead to
wDE smaller than −1 without having ghost and instabil-
ity problems [16, 18, 22]. In these models, the effective
gravitational coupling Geff of cosmological perturbations
is usually larger than the Newton constant G [18, 23–26],
so the growth rate of matter perturbations is enhanced
compared to that in the ΛCDM model.
It is possible to perform a healthy extension of Horn-
deski theories in such a way that the number of prop-
agating degrees of freedom (one scalar and two tensor
modes) does not increase (see Ref. [27] for an early work).
Gleyzes-Langlois-Piazza-Vernizzi (GLPV) [28] expressed
the Horndeski action in terms of scalar quantities aris-
ing in the 3+1 decomposition of space-time [29] and de-
rived new derivative interactions without imposing two
conditions Horndeski theories obey. In a nutshell, there
are six free functions A2, A3, A4, A5, B4, and B5 in
GLPV theories, whereas in Horndeski theories, the func-
tions B4 and B5 are related to A4 and A5 respectively.
The beyond-Horndeski interactions of GLPV theories can
give rise to several interesting effects such as the mixing of
scalar and matter sound speeds [28, 30], modified growth
of subhorizon perturbations with additional time deriva-
tives [31, 32], and the appearance of solid-angle-deficit
singularities [33].
For example, the covariantized Galileon model, the
Lagrangian of which is derived by replacing partial
derivatives of the Minkowski Galileon [19] with covariant
derivatives, belongs to a class of GLPV theories. This is
different from the covariant Galileon model [20] in which
gravitational counterterms are added to keep the equa-
tions of motion up to second order. While the covariant
Galileon is not excluded as a theoretically consistent dark
energy model [22], the covariantized Galileon is plagued
by the problem of a negative scalar sound speed squared
induced by the scalar-matter mixing [34]. Thus, the ex-
tension outside the Horndeski domain generally leads to
2nontrivial effects on the evolution of perturbations.
The scalar field is not the only possibility for driving
the cosmic acceleration, but the vector field can be also
the source for dark energy [35]. The massive vector field
in Minkowski space-time (Proca theory) has one longitu-
dinal scalar and two transverse vector modes due to the
breaking of U(1) gauge invariance. If the massive vector
field Aµ is coupled to gravity, it is possible to construct
second-order generalized Proca (GP) theories by keeping
three propagating degrees of freedom besides two tensor
polarizations [36–38] (see also Refs. [39–51]).
The existence of derivative interactions like those ap-
pearing for covariant vector Galileons in GP theories
gives rise to a branch of background cosmological solu-
tions where the temporal vector component φ depends on
the Hubble expansion rate H alone [37, 52, 53]. For the
covariant extended vector Galileon model in which the
Lagrangians contain general powers of X = −AµAµ/2,
there exists a de Sitter attractor preceded by the dark
energy evolution with wDE < −1. The effective grav-
itational coupling Geff of cosmological perturbations is
affected by the presence of intrinsic vector modes in such
a way that both Geff < G and Geff > G are possible [54].
The screening mechanism of fifth forces in local regions
of the Universe can be also at work in the presence of
cubic and quartic derivative interactions [55].
Analogous to the extension of Horndeski theories to
GLPV theories, it is possible to extend second-order
GP theories to the domain of beyond-generalized Proca
(BGP) theories [56] (see also Ref. [57]). New BGP
derivative couplings introduced in Ref. [56] constitute
quartic and quintic scalar interactions as well as quintic
and sixth-order vector interactions. Even in the pres-
ence of such interactions, there are no additional danger-
ous degrees of freedom associated with the Ostrograd-
ski ghost on both isotropic and anisotropic cosmological
backgrounds [56, 58]. Moreover, unlike in GLPV theo-
ries, it was shown that solid-angle-deficit singularities do
not generally arise in BGP theories due to the existence
of the temporal vector component [59].
If we apply BGP theories to cosmology, it is not clear
whether the new interactions mentioned above cause in-
stabilities associated with the mixing of scalar and mat-
ter propagation speeds in concrete dark energy models.
Moreover, it is of interest to study whether there are
some distinct observational signatures of BGP theories as
compared to GP theories and the ΛCDM model. To ad-
dress these issues, we study the cosmology based on the
covariantized extended vector Galileon model in which
partial derivatives of the extended vector Galileon in
Minkowski space-time are replaced with covariant deriva-
tives. We first discuss viable parameter spaces consistent
with no-ghost and stability conditions of tensor, vector,
and scalar perturbations in the small-scale limit. We
show that the mixing of sound speeds does not cause
problems and that there are interesting observational sig-
natures of weak gravity consistent with the recent RSD
and CMB measurements.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review
the action of BGP theories, and in Sec. III, we discuss
the background cosmology in the covariantized extended
vector Galileon model. In Secs. IV and V, we study no-
ghost and stability conditions of tensor/vector perturba-
tions and search for theoretically consistent parameter
spaces. In Sec. VI, we present scalar perturbation equa-
tions of motion and study the mixing of sound speeds
for the covariantized extended vector Galileon model in
detail. In Sec. VII, we study the evolution of matter per-
turbations as well as gravitational potentials and show
the possibility of observationally distinguishing dark en-
ergy models in BGP theories from those in GP theories
and the ΛCDM model. We conclude in Sec. VIII.
II. BEYOND-GENERALIZED PROCA
THEORIES
We consider a massive vector field Aµ coupled to grav-
ity with the field tensor Fµν = ∇µAν −∇νAµ, where ∇µ
is a covariant derivative operator. The mass term explic-
itly breaks a U(1) gauge symmetry, so the longitudinal
scalar mode arises in addition to two transverse vector
polarizations. In GP theories with derivative couplings
to gravity [36, 38], the equations of motion for the vector
field and the metric remain of second order.
It is possible to extend GP theories in such a way that
the number of propagating degrees of freedom does not
increase relative to those in GP theories (one scalar, two
vectors, and two tensors) [56]. The four-dimensional ac-
tion of such extended theories (BGP theories) is given
by
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
6∑
i=2
Li + LN
)
+ SM (gµν ,ΨM ) , (2.1)
where g is a determinant of the metric tensor gµν , and
L2 = G2(X,F, Y ) , (2.2)
L3 = G3(X)∇µAµ , (2.3)
L4 = G4(X)R
+G4,X(X)
[
(∇µAµ)2 −∇ρAσ∇σAρ
]
, (2.4)
L5 = G5(X)Gµν∇µAν − 1
6
G5,X(X)[(∇µAµ)3
−3∇µAµ∇ρAσ∇σAρ + 2∇ρAσ∇γAρ∇σAγ ]
−g5(X)F˜αµF˜ βµ∇αAβ , (2.5)
L6 = G6(X)Lµναβ∇µAν∇αAβ
+
1
2
G6,X(X)F˜
αβF˜µν∇αAµ∇βAν , (2.6)
with
X = −AµA
µ
2
, F = −FµνF
µν
4
, Y = AµAνFµ
αFνα .
(2.7)
While G2 is a function of X,F, Y , the functions G3,4,5,6
and g5 depend on X alone. For partial derivatives with
3respect to X , we use the notation Gi,X ≡ ∂Gi/∂X .
There are nonminimal derivative couplings of the vec-
tor field with the Ricci scalar R and the Einstein tensor
Gµν in L4 and L5, respectively. In L6, there is also a
derivative coupling with the double dual Riemann tensor
defined by
Lµναβ =
1
4
EµνρσEαβγδRρσγδ , (2.8)
where Rρδγδ is the Riemann tensor and Eµνρσ is the Levi-
Civita` tensor obeying the normalization EµνρσEµνρσ =
−4!. For constant G6, the coupling G6Lµναβ∇µAν∇αAβ
is the only allowed U(1) gauge-invariant interaction ad-
vocated by Horndeski [39]. For G6 depending on X , we
need to introduce the second term in Eq. (2.6) to keep the
equations of motion up to second order (which is also the
case for the second terms in L4 and L5). The quantity
F˜µν is the dual strength tensor defined by
F˜µν =
1
2
EµναβFαβ . (2.9)
The terms F and Y in G2 as well as the terms containing
the functions g5 and G6 correspond to intrinsic vector
modes that vanish in the scalar limit Aµ → ∇µπ.
The Lagrangian density LN in the action (2.1) arises
outside the domain of GP theories. The explicit form of
LN is given by [56]
LN = LN4 + LN5 + L˜N5 + LN6 , (2.10)
where
LN4 = f4δˆβ1β2β3γ4α1α2α3γ4Aα1Aβ1∇α2Aβ2∇α3Aβ3 , (2.11)
LN5 = f5δˆβ1β2β3β4α1α2α3α4Aα1Aβ1∇α2Aβ2∇α3Aβ3∇α4Aβ4 ,(2.12)
L˜N5 = f˜5δˆβ1β2β3β4α1α2α3α4Aα1Aβ1∇α2Aα3∇β2Aβ3∇α4Aβ4 ,(2.13)
LN6 = f˜6δˆβ1β2β3β4α1α2α3α4∇β1Aβ2∇α1Aα2∇β3Aα3∇β4Aα4 ,(2.14)
with δˆβ1β2γ3γ4α1α2γ3γ4 = Eα1α2γ3γ4Eβ1β2γ3γ4 . The functions f4, f5
and f˜5, f˜6 depend on X alone. The Lagrangian densities
(2.11)–(2.14) were constructed in such a way that the rel-
ative coefficients between Gi and Gi,X (where i = 4, 5, 6)
appearing in Eqs. (2.4)–(2.6) are detuned. Even with
these new interactions, the propagating degrees of free-
dom for linear perturbations on the isotropic Friedmann-
Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) background are the
same as those in GP theories [56]. On an anisotropic cos-
mological background, it was also shown in Ref. [58] that
there are no additional ghostly degrees of freedom asso-
ciated with the Ostrogradski instability.
In Eq. (2.1), SM is the action of matter fields ΨM .
We assume that the matter fields are minimally coupled
to gravity. Since the vector field has a direct coupling
to gravity, the matter sector feels the vector propagation
through gravitational interactions. In BGP theories, it
is known that the Lagrangian density LN leads to a mix-
ing between the scalar sound speed of the vector field
and the matter sound speed [56]. This is the important
difference between GP theories and BGP theories, so we
will estimate modifications of the sound speeds induced
by LN in concrete dark energy models in Sec. VI.
Moreover, the effective gravitational coupling Geff as-
sociated with the growth of matter perturbations should
be also subject to change by new interactions of BGP
theories. In particular, extra time derivatives can arise in
the perturbation equations of motion, so the quasistatic
approximation used in GP theories for subhorizon modes
[54] may lose its validity. In Sec.VII, we will study how
the evolution of matter perturbations and gravitational
potentials is affected by the new interactions LN in dark
energy models within the framework of BGP theories.
Before entering the details of scalar perturbations, we
will discuss the background cosmology and no-ghost and
stability conditions of tensor and vector perturbations
in subsequent sections to restrict the parameter space of
dark energy models in BGP theories.
III. BACKGROUND COSMOLOGY
A. Background equations of motion
On the flat FLRW space-time described by the line ele-
ment ds2 = −dt2+a2(t)δijdxidxj , the background equa-
tions of motion were derived in Ref. [56] in the presence
of a matter perfect fluid with density ρM and pressure
PM . The vector-field configuration compatible with the
symmetry of the FLRW background contains the tem-
poral component φ(t) alone, i.e., Aµ = (φ(t), 0, 0, 0). In
Ref. [56], it was shown that the background equations
depend only on four functions among ten free functions
G2,3,4,5,6, g5, f4,5,, f˜5, f˜6 appearing in the action (2.1). It
is convenient to introduce the following combinations,
A2 = G2 , A3 = (2X)
3/2E3,X ,
A4 = −G4 + 2XG4,X + 4X2f4 ,
A5 = −
√
2X3/2
(
1
3
G5,X − 4Xf5
)
,
B4 = G4 , B5 = (2X)
1/2E5 , (3.1)
where E3(X) and E5(X) are auxiliary functions satisfy-
ing the relations
G3 = E3 + 2XE3,X , G5,X =
E5
2X
+ E5,X . (3.2)
Then, the gravitational equations of motion are given by
[56]
A2 − 6H2A4 − 12H3A5 = ρM , (3.3)
A˙3 + 4(HA˙4 + H˙A4) + 6H(HA˙5 + 2H˙A5) = ρM + PM ,
(3.4)
where H = a˙/a is the Hubble expansion rate and a dot
represents a derivative with respect to t. The temporal
vector component obeys
φ
(
A2,X + 3HA3,X + 6H
2A4,X + 6H
3A5,X
)
= 0 , (3.5)
4which can be also derived from Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4).
From Eq. (3.1), it follows that
A4 +B4 − 2XB4,X = 4X2f4 , (3.6)
A5 +
1
3
XB5,X = (2X)
5/2f5 . (3.7)
Since f4 = 0 = f5 in GP theories, there are two particular
relations A4+B4− 2XB4,X = 0 and A5+XB5,X/3 = 0.
In BGP theories, the functions B4 and B5 are not directly
related to A4 and A5 due to the existence of nonvan-
ishing functions f4 and f5. The Lagrangians containing
the functions G6, g5, f˜5, f˜6 do not contribute to the back-
ground equations of motion by reflecting the fact that
they correspond to intrinsic vector modes.
From Eqs. (3.3)–(3.5), the background dynamics is de-
termined by the four functions A2,3,4,5, but it does not
depend on B4 and B5. This means that BGP theories
and GP theories with the same A2,3,4,5 but with differ-
ent B4,5 cannot be distinguished from each other at the
background level.
B. Covariant and covariantized extended vector
Galileon models
For concreteness, we consider the model given by the
functions [52]
G2 = b2X
p2 + F , G3 = b3X
p3 , (3.8)
and
G4 =
M2pl
2
+ b4X
p4 , G5 = b5X
p5 , (3.9)
where b2,3,4,5 and p2,3,4,5 are constants, and Mpl =
(8πG)−1 is the reduced Planck mass. From Eq. (3.2), we
can choose the auxiliary functions E3 and E5 in the forms
E3 = b3X
p3/(1 + 2p3) and E5 = 2b5p5X
p5/(1 + 2p5),
respectively. Since f4 = 0 = f5 in GP theories, the func-
tions in Eq. (3.1) yield
A2 = b2X
p2 + F , A3 =
2
√
2b3p3
1 + 2p3
Xp3+1/2 ,
A4 = −
M2pl
2
+ b4(2p4 − 1)Xp4 ,
A5 = −
√
2
3
b5p5X
p5+1/2 , (3.10)
and
B4 =
M2pl
2
+b4X
p4 , B5 =
2
√
2b5p5
1 + 2p5
Xp5+1/2. (3.11)
The covariant vector Galileon [36] corresponds to the
powers p2 = 1, p3 = 1, p4 = 2, p5 = 2. The model given
by more general functions (3.8) and (3.9) together with
couplings g5 and G6 is dubbed the covariant extended
vector Galileon (covariant EVG). In this case, the func-
tions B4 and B5 obey the relations A4+B4−2XB4,X = 0
and A5 +XB5,X/3 = 0 to keep the equations of motion
up to second order.
In BGP theories, there are no particular constraints
between A4, B4, A5, and B5. Let us consider theories
in which the functions A2,3,4,5 are the same as those in
Eq. (3.10) but with the functions B4 and B5 given by
B4 =
M2pl
2
, B5 = 0 . (3.12)
In this case we have
G4 =
M2pl
2
, G5 = 0 , (3.13)
which are different from the functions G4 and G5 in
Eq. (3.9). Note that G5 can be a nonvanishing constant,
but we have set G5 = 0 without loss of generality since
the constant G5 does not contribute to the dynamical
equations of motion (due to the property ∇µGµν = 0).
The functions f4 and f5, which characterize the deviation
from GP theories, are given, respectively, by
f4 =
1
4
b4(2p4 − 1)Xp4−2 , f5 = − 1
12
b5p5X
p5−2 .
(3.14)
The Lagrangians of BGP theories we are considering now
contain the interactions LN4 and LN5 besides the Einstein-
Hilbert term (M2pl/2)R. These new terms correspond to
those derived by replacing partial derivatives with covari-
ant derivatives for the EVG model in Minkowski space-
time (analogous to the covariantized Galileon model dis-
cussed in Ref. [34]). The model given by the functions
(3.8), (3.13), and (3.14) together with the other couplings
g5, G6, f˜5, f˜6 is dubbed the covariantized EVG.
The background cosmological dynamics in the covari-
antized EVG model is exactly the same as that in the
covariant EVG model. Since the dynamics in the latter
was studied in Ref. [52], we briefly summarize the main
results. We consider the powers p3,4,5 satisfying
p3 =
1
2
(p+ 2p2 − 1) , p4 = p+ p2 ,
p5 =
1
2
(3p+ 2p2 − 1) , (3.15)
where p is a positive constant. Then, the nonvanishing φ
branch of Eq. (3.5) gives rise to the following solution:
φ ∝ H−1/p . (3.16)
Since φ grows with the decrease of H , the energy density
of the temporal vector component works as dark energy
at late cosmological epochs. In fact, there exist de Sitter
solutions characterized by constant φ and H .
For the matter action SM , we take into account the
perfect fluids of nonrelativistic matter (density ρm and
pressure Pm = 0) and radiation (density ρr and pres-
sure Pr = ρr/3). We define the corresponding density
parameters Ωm = ρm/(3M
2
plH
2) and Ωr = ρr/(3M
2
plH
2)
as well as the dark energy density parameter
ΩDE =
γ
p+ p2
y , (3.17)
5where
y =
b2φ
2p2
3M2plH
22p2
, (3.18)
γ = 6p2(2p+ 2p2 − 1)β4 − (p+ p2)(1 + 4p2β5) ,(3.19)
βi =
pibi(φ
pH)i−2
2pi−p2p2b2
, (3.20)
with i = 3, 4, 5. From Eq. (3.5), we have the following
relation for the branch φ 6= 0:
1+3β3+6 (2p+ 2p2 − 1)β4− (3p+ 2p2)β5 = 0 . (3.21)
The background equations (3.3) and (3.4) can be ex-
pressed as
3M2plH
2 = ρDE + ρm + ρr , (3.22)
−2M2plH˙ = ρDE + PDE + ρm +
4
3
ρr , (3.23)
where ρDE and PDE correspond to the density and the
pressure associated with the vector field, respectively. In-
troducing the ratio s = p2/p, the dynamical equations of
motion can be expressed in the autonomous forms [52]
Ω′DE =
(1 + s)ΩDE(3 + Ωr − 3ΩDE)
1 + sΩDE
, (3.24)
Ω′r = −
Ωr[1− Ωr + (3 + 4s)ΩDE]
1 + sΩDE
, (3.25)
where a prime represents a derivatives with respect to
N = ln a. The matter density parameter is known from
the relation Ωm = 1−ΩDE −Ωr. The dark energy equa-
tion of state, which is defined by wDE = PDE/ρDE, reads
wDE = −3(1 + s) + sΩr
3(1 + sΩDE)
. (3.26)
For the dynamical system (3.24)–(3.25), there exist the
three fixed points: (a) radiation: (ΩDE,Ωr) = (0, 1),
(b) matter: (ΩDE,Ωr) = (0, 0), and (c) de Sitter:
(ΩDE,Ωr) = (1, 0). During the cosmological sequence
of the fixed points (a) → (b) → (c), the dark energy
equation of state evolves as (a) wDE = −1− 4s/3 → (b)
wDE = −1−s→ (c) wDE = −1. From Eqs. (3.24)–(3.25),
there is the relation Ω′DE/ΩDE = (1 + s)(Ω
′
r/Ωr + 4),
which is integrated to give ΩDE/Ω
1+s
r ∝ a4(1+s). On us-
ing this solution, the evolution of ΩDE and φ during the
radiation and the matter eras is given by
ΩDE ∝ t2(1+s) , φ ∝ t1/p . (3.27)
For s > −1, the dark energy density parameter grows in
time. Since the fixed point (c) is always stable [52], the
solutions finally approach the de Sitter attractor to give
rise to the late-time cosmic acceleration.
The covariant and the covariantized EVG models can
be distinguished from each other at the level of linear
cosmological perturbations. Since the perturbations can
be decomposed into tensor, vector, and scalar modes,
we will separately study the behavior of each mode in
subsequent sections.
IV. TENSOR PERTURBATIONS
A. Stability conditions
We begin with tensor perturbations hij given by the
line element
ds2T = −dt2 + a2(t) (δij + hij) dxidxj . (4.1)
Due to the transverse and traceless conditions ∂ihij = 0
and hi
i = 0, there are two polarization modes h+ and h×
for hij . In terms of the unit vectors e
+
ij and e
×
ij satisfying
the normalizations e+ij(k)e
+
ij(−k)∗ = 1, e×ij(k)e×ij(−k)∗ =
1, and e+ij(k)e
×
ij(−k)∗ = 0 in Fourier space with wave
number k, we can express hij in the form hij = h+e
+
ij +
h×e
×
ij . The second-order action of tensor perturbations
for the theory (2.1) is given by [56]
S
(2)
T =
∑
λ=+,×
∫
dt d3xa3
qT
8
[
h˙2λ −
c2T
a2
(∂hλ)
2
]
, (4.2)
where
qT = −2 (A4 + 3HA5) , (4.3)
c2T =
2B4 + B˙5
qT
. (4.4)
The conditions for avoiding ghosts and Laplacian insta-
bilities correspond to qT > 0 and c
2
T > 0, respectively.
The ghost condition is determined by the quantities A4
and A5 appearing in the background equations of mo-
tion. Since c2T contains B4 and B5, the theories with
same values of A4, A5 but with different values of B4, B5
can be distinguished from the tensor propagation speed.
The intrinsic vector modes (associated with the functions
g5, G6, f˜5, f˜6) affect neither qT nor c
2
T .
We write the function A4 in the form
A4(X) = −
M2pl
2
+ A˜4(X) , (4.5)
where A˜4(X) is a function of X . For covariant and co-
variantized EVG models, A˜4(X) = b4(2p4−1)Xp4 . From
the background equations (3.3)–(3.4), the density ρDE
and the pressure PDE in Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23) are given,
respectively, by
ρDE = −A2 + 6H2A˜4 + 12H3A5 , (4.6)
PDE = A2 − A˙3 − 2(3H2 + 2H˙)A˜4 − 4H ˙˜A4
−12H(H2 + H˙)A5 − 6H2A˙5 . (4.7)
We are now considering the case in which ρDE and
PDE are responsible for the late-time cosmic accelera-
tion. During the radiation and matter eras, both ρDE
and PDE are suppressed relative to the background den-
sity ρM ≈M2plH2, so the conditions
{|A2|, H |A3|, H2|A˜4|, H3|A5|} ≪M2plH2 (4.8)
6are satisfied. Under these conditions, the quantity qT =
M2pl − 2A˜4 − 6HA5 is approximately given by
(qT )early ≃M2pl , (4.9)
which means that the tensor ghost is absent in the early
cosmological epoch. In the late Universe, there are con-
tributions from the terms A˜4 and A5 to qT , but as long
as the condition
2A˜4 + 6HA5 < M
2
pl (4.10)
is satisfied, there is no tensor ghost.
For the estimation of c2T , we express B4 in the form
B4(X) =
M2pl
2
+ B˜4(X) , (4.11)
where B˜4(X) is a function ofX . In the early cosmological
epoch, the functions A4 and A5 should satisfy Eq. (4.8)
to realize the consistent background dynamics, in which
regime Eq. (4.4) reduces to
(c2T )early ≃ 1 +
2B˜4 + B˙5
M2pl
. (4.12)
In GP theories, the functions B˜4 and B5 are subject
to the constraints A˜4 + B˜4 − 2XB˜4,X = 0 and 3A5 +
XB5,X = 0, so they also satisfy the conditions similar to
those of A4 and A5, i.e., |B˜4| ≪ M2pl and H |B5| ≪ M2pl
for power-law functions of B˜4 and B5. Provided that |B˙5|
is at most of the order of H |B5|, we have that c2T ≃ 1 in
the early cosmological epoch in GP theories.
In BGP theories the functions B˜4 and B5 are indepen-
dent of A˜4 and A5, respectively, so c
2
T is not necessarily
close to 1 at high redshifts. If the quantities |B˜4| and
H |B5| are not much smaller than M2pl in the early cos-
mological epoch, the deviation of c2T from 1 is significant
at low redshifts. This leads to either the Laplacian in-
stability (c2T < 0) or the highly superluminal propagation
speed squared (c2T ≫ 1) being possibly incompatible with
observational bounds of c2T . Then, it is safe to consider
the situation in which the two conditions
|B˜4| ≪M2pl , H |B5| ≪M2pl (4.13)
are satisfied. In this case, c2T ≃ 1 at high redshifts.
On the de Sitter solution, we have B˙5 = 0, so Eq. (4.4)
reduces to
(c2T )dS =
(
1 +
2B˜4
M2pl
)(
1− 2A˜4
M2pl
− 6HA5
M2pl
)
−1
. (4.14)
Since the inequality (4.8) does not generally hold on the
de Sitter solution, there is the deviation of (c2T )dS from 1.
Moreover, we also have the contribution to (c2T )dS from
the term B˜4, which is different between GP theories and
BGP theories.
B. Covariant and covariantized EVG models
For concreteness, we consider the covariant and covari-
antized EVG models in which the functions A2,3,4,5 are
given by Eq. (3.10) with the powers (3.15). The differ-
ence between the two models arises from the functions B4
and B5. Since the parameter (3.18) satisfies the relation
y = (p+ p2)ΩDE/γ, the quantity (4.3) reduces to
qT =M
2
pl
[
1− 6p2
γ
{(2p+ 2p2 − 1)β4 − (p+ p2)β5}ΩDE
]
.
(4.15)
Since ΩDE → 0 in the asymptotic past, we recover the
property (4.9). On the de Sitter solution (ΩDE = 1), the
no-ghost condition (qT > 0) is satisfied for |β4| and |β5|
much smaller than 1.
In the covariant EVG model, the background dynamics
restricts c2T to be close to 1 in the early cosmological
epoch. In the covariantized EVG model (B˜4 = 0, B5 =
0), the conditions (4.13) are automatically satisfied, so
c2T ≃ 1 at high redshifts.
On the de Sitter solution (ΩDE = 1), the tensor propa-
gation speed squared (4.14) in the covariant EVG model
(B˜4 = b4X
p4) reads
(c2T )dS1 = 1−
6p2(2β4 − β5)
1− 2p2β5 . (4.16)
On the other hand, the covariantized EVG model corre-
sponds to B˜4 = 0, so Eq. (4.14) yields
(c2T )dS2 = 1−
6p2[(2p+ 2p2 − 1)β4 − (p+ p2)β5]
(p+ p2)(1 − 2p2β5) .
(4.17)
For larger |β4| and |β5|, both (c2T )dS1 and (c2T )dS2 tend
to be away from 1. However, as long as the conditions
|β4| ≪ 1 , |β5| ≪ 1 (4.18)
are satisfied, they do not deviate much from 1. From
Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17), we have (c2T )dS2 − (c2T )dS1 =
6p2β4/[(p+ p2)(1 − 2p2β5)], the difference of which gets
more significant for larger |β4|. In summary, under the
conditions (4.18), there are neither ghosts nor Laplacian
instabilities in both covariant and covariantized EVG
models.
From the CMB observations, the tensor propagation
speed squared is constrained to be c2T = 1.30 ± 0.79
at 95% confidence level by assuming that c2T is constant
[61]. From the gravitational Cherenkov radiation, there
exists the tight bound 1 − cT < 2 × 10−15 for the sub-
luminal propagation1 [64], but the corresponding energy,
1 The superluminal case is not subject to the Cherenkov-radiation
constraint. The superluminal propagation does not necessarily
imply the violation of causality, since, in many theories including
k-essence [62] and Galileons [63], the appearance of closed causal
curves can be avoided.
7∼ 1010 GeV, is much higher than any reasonable cutoff
associated with the late-time cosmic acceleration. From
binary pulsars timing data, the deviation of cT from 1
is constrained to the level of 10−2 [65]. Under the con-
ditions (4.18), c2T is very close to 1 during the cosmic
expansion history, so the above-mentioned observational
bound of c2T can be satisfied.
V. VECTOR PERTURBATIONS
A. Stability conditions
The vector perturbation arises from the spatial com-
ponent Ai of the vector field. We express the intrinsic
vector mode Ej in A
i, as (Ai)V = Ejδ
ij/a2(t), where
Ej satisfies the transverse condition ∂
jEj = 0. We also
consider the metric perturbation Vi described by the line
element
ds2V = −dt2 + 2Vidtdxi + a2(t)δijdxidxj , (5.1)
where we have chosen the flat gauge. The vector pertur-
bation also obeys the transverse condition ∂iVi = 0. The
combination
Zi = Ei + φ(t)Vi (5.2)
corresponds to a dynamical degree of freedom with two
transverse polarizations. The matter perfect fluid can be
accommodated by the Schutz-Sorkin action [60], which
does not propagate a new degree of freedom in the vector
sector [56].
We choose the direction of the momentum k along
the z direction and consider the vector field in the form
Zi = (Z1(z), Z2(z), 0). Expanding the action (2.1) up
to second order in vector perturbations and taking the
small-scale limit, the resulting second-order action for
the two dynamical fields Zi reads [56]
S
(2)
V ≃
∫
dtd3x
2∑
i=1
aqV
2
[
Z˙2i −
c2V
a2
(∂Zi)
2
]
, (5.3)
where
qV = G2,F + 2G2,Y φ
2 − 4g5Hφ+ 2G6H2
+2G6,XH
2φ2 + 4f˜6H
2φ2 , (5.4)
c2V = 1 +
2(A4 +B4 + 3HA5)
2
φ2qT qV
+
2(G6H˙ −G2,Y φ2)− 2(Hφ− φ˙)(G6,XHφ− g5)
qV
− 2
qV
[
f˜5Hφ
3 + 2f˜6Hφ(Hφ− φ˙)
]
. (5.5)
The functions F and Y in G2 as well as the functions
g5, G6, and f˜6 affect the quantity qV (which characterizes
the vector no-ghost condition). Besides these intrinsic
vector modes, the function f˜5 also leads to a modification
to the vector propagation speed cV . The difference of c
2
V
between GP theories and BGP theories arises through
the functions B4 (or f4) and f˜5, f˜6.
To understand the effect of the terms beyond the do-
main of GP theories, we consider the theories of nonva-
nishing functions f˜5, f˜6, and
G2 = F + g2(X) , g5 = 0 , G6 = 0 , (5.6)
where g2(X) is a function of X . Then, Eqs. (5.4) and
(5.5) reduce, respectively, to
qV = 1 + 4f˜6H
2φ2 , (5.7)
c2V =
1
qV
[
1 +
(qT − 2B4)2
2φ2qT
− 2f˜5Hφ3 + φ˙
Hφ
(qV − 1)
]
.
(5.8)
For positive f˜6, the vector ghost is absent. If f˜6 is neg-
ative and the function |f˜6|H2φ2 grows in time, there is
a possibility for the appearance of ghosts. To avoid this,
we require the condition
|f˜6|H2φ2 ≪ 1 (5.9)
in the early cosmological epoch. Moreover, the condition
f˜6H
2φ2 > −1/4 needs to be satisfied on the de Sitter
solution.
For the theories with f˜5 = 0, the vector propagation
speed squared (5.8) on the de Sitter solution (φ˙ = 0)
reduces to
(c2V )dS =
1
qV
[
1 +
(qT − 2B4)2
2φ2qT
]
, (5.10)
which is positive under the no-ghost conditions qT > 0
and qV > 0. Provided that qV is close to 1 in the early
cosmological epoch, the last term in the square brackets
of Eq. (5.8) is also suppressed relative to the first term.
Hence, the Laplacian instability can be avoided for the
theories with f˜5 = 0 and f˜6 6= 0.
In the presence of the coupling f˜5, the term −2f˜5Hφ3
in Eq. (5.8) modifies the value of c2V . If f˜5 is positive and
the function f˜5Hφ
3 grows in time, c2V can be negative. To
avoid this Laplacian instability, we require the condition
f˜5Hφ
3 ≪ 1 (5.11)
in the early cosmological epoch. On the de Sitter solu-
tion, the term f˜5Hφ
3 should not be large either to satisfy
the stability condition c2V > 0.
B. Covariantized EVG model
For concreteness, let us consider the covariantized
EVG model with the functions (5.6) and the power-law
couplings
f˜5(X) = c5X
q5 , f˜6(X) = c6X
q6 , (5.12)
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FIG. 1. Evolution of qV vs 1+z (z is the redshift) in the pres-
ence of the coupling f˜6 = c6X
5 for the three cases: (a) cˆ6 = 3,
(b) cˆ6 = 0, and (c) cˆ6 = −5. The functions A2,3,4,5, which
determine the background dynamics, are chosen as Eq. (3.10)
with p2 = 1, p = 5, β4 = 0.01, β5 = 0.01, λ = 1, and
G6 = g5 = f˜5 = 0. The present epoch is identified by the
condition ΩDE(z = 0) = 0.68.
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FIG. 2. Evolution of c2V vs 1 + z in the presence of the cou-
plings f˜5 = c5X
2 and f˜6 = c6X
5 for p2 = 1, p = 5, β4 = 0.05,
β5 = 0.03, λ = 1, and G6 = g5 = 0. The case (a) corresponds
to the covariant EVG model with cˆ5 = cˆ6 = 0, whereas the
other cases are the covariantized EVG model with (b) cˆ5 = 0,
cˆ6 = 0, (c) cˆ5 = 0, cˆ6 = 1, and (d) cˆ5 = 1, cˆ6 = 1.
where c5, c6, q5, and q6 are constants. Since φ
p ∝ H−1 for
the background, we introduce the dimensionless constant
λ =
(
φ
Mpl
)p
H
m
, (5.13)
where m (> 0) is a mass scale related to the func-
tion g2(X) in Eq. (5.6) as g2(X) = b2X
p2 with b2 =
−m2M2(1−p2)pl . The negative value of b2 is chosen to avoid
the appearance of tensor ghosts in the limit that G5 → 0
[52]. Then, the quantity qV reads
qV = 1 + 2
2−q6 cˆ6λ
2u2(1+q6−p) , (5.14)
where cˆ6 = c6m
2M
2(1+q6)
pl , and
u ≡ φ
Mpl
=
[
−2p2 3λ
2(p+ p2)ΩDE
γ
] 1
2(p+p2)
. (5.15)
For q6 > p − 1, the function u2(1+q6−p) in Eq. (5.14)
increases with the growth of φ.
In Fig. 1, we plot the evolution of qV for q6 = 5, p2 = 1,
p = 5, and λ = 1 with three different values of cˆ6. For
cˆ6 > 0, qV starts to grow from the value close to 1, and
then it approaches a constant larger than 1 on the de
Sitter attractor. For negative cˆ6, qV decreases toward
the value smaller than 1. Numerically, we find that the
condition cˆ6 & −6 is required for avoiding the vector
ghost.
For the theories with f˜5 = 0 = f˜6, Eq. (5.8) reduces
to c2V = 1+ (qT − 2B4)2/(2φ2qT ), which is larger than 1
under the no-ghost condition qT > 0 of tensor perturba-
tions. In case (a) of Fig. 2, we plot the evolution of c2V for
the covariant EVG model with B4 given by Eq. (3.11).
The vector propagation speed squared starts to evolve
from the value close to 1, and then it finally approaches
a superluminal value on the de Sitter attractor. For the
covariantized EVG model, the quantity B4 is different,
so c2V exhibits some difference at late times compared to
the covariant EVG model [see case (b) of Fig. 2].
The case (c) of Fig. 2 corresponds to the covariantized
EVG model for f˜5 = 0 and f˜6 = c6X
5 with cˆ6 = 1. For
cˆ6 > 0 and q6 > p − 1, the quantity qV grows toward a
constant larger than 1 [see case (a) of Fig. 1]. This leads
to the suppression of c2V in Eq. (5.10) on the de Sitter
solution. In case (c) of Fig. 2, c2V is in fact smaller than
1 at low redshifts. As we already mentioned, the theories
with f˜5 = 0 generally lead to the values of (c
2
V )dS larger
than zero.
In the covariantized EVG model, we have
f˜5Hφ
3 = 2−q5 cˆ5λu
2q5−p+3 , (5.16)
where cˆ5 = mM
3+2q5
pl c5. In case (d) of Fig. 2, we show
the evolution of c2V for q5 = 2, cˆ5 = 1, q6 = 5, cˆ6 = 1,
p = 5, and λ = 1, in which case the quantity f˜5Hφ
3
grows in proportion to φ2. Since c2V ≃ 0.29 on the de
9the covariantized EVG model studied in the numerical
simulation of Fig. 2 (cˆ6 = 1), the condition c
2
V > 0 is
satisfied for cˆ5 . 1.5.
In summary, provided that the conditions (5.9) and
(5.11) are satisfied for f˜6 < 0 and f˜5 > 0, the ghosts
and Laplacian instabilities of vector perturbations do not
generally arise from the BGP interactions LN.
VI. SCALAR PERTURBATIONS
A. Stability conditions
Let us proceed to the discussion of no-ghost and stabil-
ity conditions of scalar perturbations. The temporal and
spatial components of the vector field contain the scalar
perturbations δφ and χV , respectively, as
A0 = φ(t) + δφ , Ai =
1
a2(t)
δij∂jχV . (6.1)
We also consider the perturbed line element with scalar
metric perturbations α and χ in the flat gauge, as
ds2S = −(1+2α) dt2+2∂iχdt dxi+a2(t)δijdxidxj . (6.2)
If we consider two scalar fields σr and σm with
kinetic terms Zr = −gµν∂µσr∂νσr/2 and Zm =
−gµν∂µσm∂νσm/2 for the matter sector of scalar per-
turbations, then the k-essence action
SM =
∫
d4x
√−g [Pr(Zr) + Pm(Zm)] (6.3)
can describe the perfect fluids of radiation and non-
relativistic matter (labeled by r and m, respectively)
[34, 66]. At the background level, the fluid densities are
ρi = 2ZiPi,Zi−Pi, where i = r,m. The density perturba-
tion δρi, the pressure perturbation δPi, and the velocity
potential vi are given, respectively, by [56]
δρi = (Pi,Zi + 2ZiPi,ZiZi) δZi , (6.4)
δPi = Pi,ZiδZi , (6.5)
vi =
δσi
σ˙i
, (6.6)
where δZi = σ˙iδσ˙i − σ˙2i α.
Expanding the action (2.1) up to quadratic order in
scalar perturbations, the second-order action reads [56]
S
(2)
S =
∫
dtd3xa3
{(
w1α+
w2δφ
φ
)
∂2χ
a2
− w3 (∂α)
2
a2
+w4α
2 − w3
4
(∂δφ)2
a2φ2
+ w5
(δφ)2
φ2
− w3
4φ2
(∂ψ˙)2
a2
+
w7
2
(∂ψ)2
a2
− (3Hw1 − 2w4)αδφ
φ
+α
[
w3
∂2(δφ)
a2φ
+ w3
∂2ψ˙
a2φ
− w6 ∂
2ψ
a2
]
−
(
w8ψ − w3ψ˙
) ∂2(δφ)
2a2φ2
}
+ (SM )
(2)
S , (6.7)
where ψ ≡ χV + φ(t)χ, and
w1 = −A3,Xφ2 + 4H(A4 −A4,Xφ2)
+6H2(2A5 −A5,Xφ2) , (6.8)
w2 = w1 + 2HqT , (6.9)
w3 = −2φ2qV , (6.10)
w4 = 3H(w2 −HqT ) + w5 , (6.11)
w5 =
1
2
φ4
(
A2,XX + 3HA3,XX
+6H2A4,XX + 6H
3A5,XX
)
, (6.12)
w6 = − 1
2φ
[4H(qT − 2B4)− w8] , (6.13)
w7 =
2(qT − 2B4)
φ2
H˙ +
w8
2φ3
φ˙ , (6.14)
w8 = 2w2 + 4Hφ
2 (2B4,X −HB5,X) . (6.15)
The last term in Eq. (6.7) corresponds to the second-
order matter action (SM )
(2)
S =
∫
dtd3xLM , with the La-
grangian
LM =
∑
i=r,m
a3
[
1
2
(
Pi,Zi + σ˙
2
i Pi,ZiZi
) (
˙δσi
2 − 2σ˙iα ˙δσi
)
− 1
2a2
Pi,Zi
{
(∂δσi)
2 + 2σ˙i∂χ∂δσi
}
+
1
2
σ˙2i
(
Pi,Zi + σ˙
2
i Pi,ZiZi
)
α2
]
. (6.16)
Varying the action (6.7) with respect to α, χ, δφ, and ∂ψ,
respectively, we obtain the perturbation equations of mo-
10
tion in Fourier space as
∑
i=r,m
δρi − 2w4α+ (3Hw1 − 2w4) δφ
φ
+
k2
a2
(Y + w1χ− w6ψ) = 0 , (6.17)∑
i=r,m
(ρi + Pi) vi + w1α+
w2
φ
δφ = 0 , (6.18)
(3Hw1 − 2w4)α− 2w5 δφ
φ
+
k2
a2
(
1
2
Y + w2χ− w8
2φ
ψ
)
= 0 , (6.19)
Y˙ +
(
H − φ˙
φ
)
Y + 2φ (w6α+ w7ψ) + w8
φ
δφ = 0 ,(6.20)
where
Y ≡ w3
φ
(
ψ˙ + δφ+ 2φα
)
. (6.21)
The matter perturbation equations of motion, which
follow from the continuity equations δT µ0 ;µ = 0 and
δT µi ;µ = 0 for perturbations of the energy-momentum
tensor T µν = Pi,Zi∂
µZi∂νZi + δ
µ
νPi, are given by
δ˙ρi + 3H
(
1 + c2i
)
δρi +
k2
a2
(ρi + Pi) (χ+ vi) = 0 , (6.22)
v˙i − 3Hc2i vi − c2i
δρi
ρi + Pi
− α = 0 , (6.23)
where i = r,m, and
c2i ≡
Pi,Zi
ρi,Zi
=
Pi,Zi
Pi,Zi + 2ZiPi,ZiZi
. (6.24)
By using Eqs. (6.17)–(6.19) with Eqs. (6.4)–(6.6), one
can express α, χ, δφ in terms of ψ, δσr, δσm and their
derivatives. Then, the second-order action (6.7) can be
expressed in the form S
(2)
S =
∫
dtd3xL, with the La-
grangian
L = a3
(
~˙X tK ~˙X+ k
2
a2
~X tG ~X− ~X tM ~X − ~X tB ~˙X
)
, (6.25)
where K, G, M , B are 3 × 3 matrices and ~X t =
(ψ, δσr, δσm). In the small-scale limit, the nonvanishing
components of the matrices K and G are given by
K11 = QS + ξ
2
r1K22 + ξ
2
m1K33 ,
K22 =
1
2
(
Pr,Zr + σ˙
2
rPr,ZrZr
)
,
K33 =
1
2
(
Pm,Zm + σ˙
2
mPm,ZmZm
)
,
K12 = K21 = ξr1K22 ,
K13 = K31 = ξm1K33 , (6.26)
and
G11 = G + µ˙+Hµ ,
G22 =
1
2
Pr,Zr ,
G33 =
1
2
Pm,Zm ,
G12 = G21 = ξr2G22 ,
G13 = G31 = ξm2G33 , (6.27)
with
QS =
H2qT (3w
2
1 + 4qTw4)
(w1 − 2w2)2φ2 ,
ξr1 = − w2σ˙r
(w1 − 2w2)φ , ξm1 = −
w2σ˙m
(w1 − 2w2)φ ,
ξr2 = − (w8 − w6φ)σ˙r
(w1 − 2w2)φ , ξm2 = −
(w8 − w6φ)σ˙m
(w1 − 2w2)φ ,
G = w1w8(4w2w6φ− w1w8)− 4w
2
2w
2
6φ
2
4w3(w1 − 2w2)2φ2 −
w7
2
,
µ =
2w2w6φ− w1w8
4(w1 − 2w2)φ2 . (6.28)
Under the no-ghost conditions K22 > 0 and K33 > 0
of the matter fields, the positivity of K is ensured for
QS > 0.
The scalar propagation speeds cS are the solutions to
the dispersion relation given by det
(
c2SK −G
)
= 0, i.e.,(
c2SK11 −G11
) (
c2SK22 −G22
) (
c2SK33 −G33
)
− (c2SK12 −G12)2 (c2SK33 −G33)
− (c2SK13 −G13)2 (c2SK22 −G22) = 0 . (6.29)
It is useful to notice the following relation,
w8 − (w6φ+ w2) = −4Hφ4 (f4 + 3Hφf5) , (6.30)
where we used Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7). Since f4 = 0 = f5 in
GP theories, we have that w8 = w6φ+w2. Provided that
f4 = 0 = f5, the same relation holds even in BGP theo-
ries with nonvanishing functions f˜5, f˜6. In such cases, we
have ξr1 = ξr2, ξm1 = ξm2, so that K12/K22 = G12/G22
and K13/K33 = G13/G33. Then, Eq. (6.29) gives the
three decoupled solutions
c2r =
G22
K22
, (6.31)
c2m =
G33
K33
, (6.32)
c2P =
1
QS
(
G11 − ξ2r1G22 − ξ2m1G33
)
, (6.33)
where cP corresponds to the scalar propagation speed
arising from the longitudinal mode of the vector field.
In BGP theories with nonvanishing functions f4 and
f5, the three propagation speeds are mixed with each
11
other. To quantify the deviation from GP theories in the
scalar sector, we define the following quantities:
αP ≡ ξr2
ξr1
− 1 = w8 − (w6φ+ w2)
w2
, (6.34)
βPr ≡ 2ξ
2
r1G22αP
QS
=
w2(w8 − w6φ− w2)(ρr + Pr)
(3w21 + 4qTw4)qTH
2
, (6.35)
βPm ≡ 2ξ
2
m1G33αP
QS
=
w2(w8 − w6φ− w2)(ρm + Pm)
(3w21 + 4qTw4)qTH
2
. (6.36)
In the limit that c2m → 0, one of the solutions to
Eq. (6.29) is given by c2S = 0, whereas the other two
solutions are
c2S =
1
2
[
c2r + c
2
P − βP ±
√
(c2r − c2P + βP)2 + 2c2rαPβPr
]
,
(6.37)
where c2P is of the same form as Eq. (6.33), i.e.,
c2P =
1
QS
[
G + µ˙+Hµ− w
2
2(ρr + Pr + ρm + Pm)
2(w1 − 2w2)2φ2
]
,
(6.38)
and
βP = βPr + βPm . (6.39)
If the deviation from GP theories is small, then the
contribution 2c2rαPβPr to c
2
S should be subdominant to
the term (c2r − c2P + βP)2 in Eq. (6.37). In this case, one
of the solutions to Eq. (6.37) reduces to c2S ≃ c2r, while
another solution reads
c2S ≃ c2P − βP . (6.40)
Thus, the deviation from GP theories (βP 6= 0) in the
scalar sector leads to the value of c2S different from c
2
P.
The Laplacian instability can be avoided for c2S > 0. The
sound speeds derived above are the generalizations of the
single-fluid case discussed in Ref. [56].
B. Covariantized EVG model
We compute the quantities QS and c
2
S for the covari-
antized EVG model to discuss theoretically viable pa-
rameter spaces. Under the no-ghost condition qT > 0
of tensor perturbations, we require that the quantity
qS ≡ 3w21 + 4qTw4 in QS is positive. This amounts to
the condition
qS = −22−p2b2p2 (p+ p2ΩDE)M2(1+p2)pl u2p2
× [1− 6(2p+ 2p2 − 1)β4 + 2(3p+ 2p2)β5] > 0.(6.41)
In the limit that |β4| ≪ 1 and |β5| ≪ 1, the condition
(6.41) is satisfied for b2 < 0 with positive values of p2, p,
and u = φ/Mpl. Even for qS > 0, there are cases in which
the term w1− 2w2 in the denominator of QS crosses zero
[52]. The quantity w1 − 2w2 can be expressed as
w1 − 2w2 = −2HM2pl (1− ΩDEwc) , (6.42)
where wc ≡ 1 + p + p2 − (p + 1)(p + p2)(2β5p2 − 1)/γ.
Provided that the dark energy density parameter is in
the range 0 < ΩDE < 1, the rhs of Eq. (6.42) remains
negative for wc < 1, i.e.,
(p+ 1)(2β5p2 − 1)
γ
> 1 . (6.43)
For the theories with β5 = 0 and p > −1, the condition
γ < 0 is necessary to satisfy Eq. (6.43).
In the covariantized EVG model, the quantity βP aris-
ing from the deviation from GP theories yields
βP =
2ΩDE[3(1− ΩDE) + Ωr]
p+ p2ΩDE
A1
A2 , (6.44)
where
A1 = p2[β4(1− 2p− 2p2) + β5(p+ p2)] , (6.45)
A2 = p+ 2pp2[β5(2 − 3ΩDE)− 6β4(1 − ΩDE)]
+p2[1 + 2p2β5(2− 3ΩDE)
+6β4(1− ΩDE)(1− 2p2)] . (6.46)
The quantity βP vanishes in the limit that ΩDE → 0.
Moreover, we also have βP → 0 in the de Sitter limit
(ΩDE → 1 and Ωr → 0). Hence, the quantity βP can
deviate from zero only during the transition from the
matter era to the de Sitter epoch.
During the radiation, deep matter, and de Sitter
epochs, we can employ the approximation c2S ≃ c2P in
Eq. (6.40), so the corresponding value of c2S in each cos-
mological epoch reads
12
(cS)
2
r=
1
3p2
[
4p2 − 2 + 3p{2(2p+ 2p2 − 1)(2 − 3p− 3p2)β4 + (p+ p2)[1 − (4− 6p− 4p2)β5]}
(p+ p2)[1− 6(2p+ 2p2 − 1)β4 + (6p+ 4p2)β5]
]
, (6.47)
(cS)
2
m=
1
6p2
[
6p2 − 3 + p{6(2p+ 2p2 − 1)(3− 5p− 5p2)β4 + (p+ p2)[5− 2(9− 15p− 10p2)β5]}
(p+ p2)[1 − 6(2p+ 2p2 − 1)β4 + (6p+ 4p2)β5]
]
, (6.48)
(cS)
2
dS=
2p2[1− 6(2p+ 2p2 − 1)β4 + (6p+ 4p2)β5] + {1− p2[1− 6(2p+ 2p2 − 1)β4 + 2(1 + 3p+ 2p2)β5]}(qV u2)dS
3(p+ p2)(1− 2p2β5)(qV u2)dS .
(6.49)
In the limit that |β4| ≪ 1 and |β5| ≪ 1, Eqs. (6.47)–
(6.49) reduce to
(cS)
2
r=
3p+ 4p2 − 2
3p2
, (6.50)
(cS)
2
m=
5p+ 6p2 − 3
6p2
, (6.51)
(cS)
2
dS=
2p2 + (1− p2)(qV u2)dS
3(p+ p2)(qV u2)dS
. (6.52)
The two stability conditions (cS)
2
r > 0 and (cS)
2
m > 0 are
ensured for
3p+ 4p2 − 2 > 0 (if p2 < 1/2), (6.53)
5p+ 6p2 − 3 > 0 (if p2 > 1/2). (6.54)
For positive integers p and p2, these conditions are triv-
ially satisfied. If we demand the absence of Laplacian
instabilities on the de Sitter attractor, we require that
(cS)
2
dS > 0. For p+ p2 > 0, this condition translates to
2p2 + (1− p2)(qV u2)dS > 0 , (6.55)
where we used the no-ghost condition of vector perturba-
tions. In the limit that qV → ∞, the de Sitter stability
is ensured for p2 ≤ 1, whereas, in another limit qV → 0,
the de Sitter solution is stable for any positive value of
p2.
In the covariant EVG model, the quantity βP van-
ishes, so c2S is exactly equivalent to c
2
P. Since c
2
P contains
the functions that depend on B4, B5 (like w6, w7, w8),
the value of c2P in the covariant EVG model is dif-
ferent from that in the covariantized EVG model. In
the Appendix we show the values of c2S in the covari-
ant EVG model during the radiation and early matter
eras (ΩDE → 0) as well as during the de Sitter epoch
(ΩDE → 1,Ωr → 0); see Eqs. (A1)–(A3). They are in-
deed different from Eqs. (6.47)–(6.49), but in the limit
that |β4| ≪ 1 and |β5| ≪ 1, they reduce to the values
(6.50)–(6.52), respectively. This means that the differ-
ence of c2S between the two models mostly arises from
the different choices of the functions B4 and B5 in c
2
P.
Apart from the transient period from the matter era to
the de Sitter epoch, the quantity βP is close to zero in
the covariantized EVG model, so the contribution of βP
to Eq. (6.40) should be small relative to c2P.
To confirm the above analytic estimation, we numeri-
cally compute c2S for |β4| and |β5| smaller than the order
of 1. In the top panel of Fig. 3, the evolution of c2S for
p2 = 1, p = 5, β4 = 0.01, β5 = 0.03, and λ = 1 is plotted
in both covariantized and covariant EVG models with
vanishing functions g5, G6, f˜5, f˜6. In this case, the stabil-
ity conditions (6.53)–(6.55) are automatically satisfied.
The numerical values of c2S exhibit excellent agreement
with Eqs. (6.47)–(6.49) in the covariantized EVG model
and Eqs. (A1)–(A3) in the covariant EVG model.
In the top panel of Fig. 3, we also show the evolution
of c2P in the covariantized EVG model as a bold dotted
line. The value of c2S in this model is almost identical to
c2P apart from the tiny deviation around today. As we
see in the bottom panel of Fig. 3, the quantity βP has a
peak around z = 0 with the asymptotic behavior βP → 0
in the past and the future. Since the condition c2P ≫
βP always holds during the cosmic expansion history, c
2
S
is practically identical to c2P in the covariantized EVG
model. As we see in the top panel of Fig. 3, the value of
c2S in the covariantized EVG model differs from that in
the covariant EVG model. This is mostly attributed to
the difference of c2P between the two models.
VII. MATTER DENSITY PERTURBATIONS
AND GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIALS
To confront BGP theories with the observations of
large-scale structures and weak lensing, we need to study
the evolution of matter density perturbations and grav-
itational potentials. For this purpose, we define the
gauge-invariant density contrast δ of nonrelativistic mat-
ter (satisfying w = 0 and c2m = 0) as
δ ≡ δρm
ρm
+ 3Hv . (7.1)
We also introduce the gauge-invariant gravitational po-
tentials [67]
Ψ ≡ α+ χ˙ , Φ ≡ Hχ (7.2)
and the gravitational slip parameter
η ≡ −Φ
Ψ
. (7.3)
Taking the time derivative of Eq. (6.22) and using
Eq. (6.23), the density contrast of nonrelativistic mat-
ter obeys
δ¨ + 2Hδ˙ +
k2
a2
Ψ = 3B¨ + 6HB˙ , (7.4)
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FIG. 3. (Top) Evolution of c2S versus log10(1 + z) for the
covariantized EVG model (thin solid line) and the covari-
ant EVG model (thin dotted line) with the model param-
eters p2 = 1, p = 5, β4 = 0.01, β5 = 0.03, λ = 1, and
g5 = G6 = f˜5 = f˜6 = 0. The variation of c
2
P in the co-
variantized EVG model is also plotted as a bold dotted line.
(Bottom) Evolution of βP and c
2
P versus log10(1 + z) for the
covariantized EVG model with the same model parameters
used above. Since c2P ≫ βP, c
2
S in the covariantized EVG
model is very close to c2P (see the top panel). The difference
of c2S between covariantized and covariant EVG models mostly
comes from the difference of c2P between the two models.
where B ≡ Hv. We also express the relation between Ψ
and δ as a form of the modified Poisson equation
k2
a2
Ψ = −4πGeffρmδ . (7.5)
The effective gravitational coupling Geff , which is a key
quantity that determines the growth rate of matter per-
turbations according to Eq. (7.4), is known by solving
the other perturbation equations of motion.
Another important quantity associated with the devi-
ation of light rays in weak lensing observations is given
by [68]
Φeff ≡ Φ−Ψ = −(η + 1)Ψ . (7.6)
In General Relativity, the gravitational slip parameter
(7.3) is equivalent to 1 in the absence of the anisotropic
stress, so that Φeff = −2Ψ = 2Φ. In BGP theories, the
quantity η generally varies in time at low redshifts, so it
affects the evolution of Φeff .
A. Quasistatic approximation for subhorizon
perturbations
To test for BGP theories with the observations of large-
scale structures and weak lensing, we are primarily inter-
ested in the evolution of nonrelativistic matter perturba-
tions for the modes deep inside the Hubble radius. As
long as the oscillating mode of a scalar degree of free-
dom is negligible relative to the matter-induced mode,
it is known that the so-called quasistatic approximation
[69] is sufficiently accurate for perturbations deep inside
the sound horizon (c2S k
2/a2 ≫ H2) in Horndeski theories
[25] and generalized Proca theories [52]. Under this ap-
proximation scheme, the dominant contributions to the
perturbation equations of motion are those containing
the matter perturbation δρm and the term k
2/a2. We
assume that c2S is not very close to zero, so that the con-
dition c2S k
2/a2 ≫ H2 holds for perturbations associated
with observed large-scale structures.
We employ the quasistatic approximation explained
above without taking into account the radiation. Then,
Eqs. (6.17) and (6.19) reduce, respectively, to
δρm +
k2
a2
(Y + w1χ− w6ψ) ≃ 0 , (7.7)
Y ≃ −2w2χ+ w8
φ
ψ , (7.8)
so we obtain
δρm ≃ −k
2
a2
[
w1 − 2w2
H
Φ +
w2
φ
(1 + αP)ψ
]
, (7.9)
where αP is defined by Eq. (6.34). Eliminating the ve-
locity potential vm from Eqs. (6.18) and (6.22), it follows
that
δ˙ρm+3Hδρm+
k2
a2
(
ρm
H
Φ− w1α− w2
φ
δφ
)
= 0 . (7.10)
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We take the time derivative of Eq. (7.7) and eliminate
the terms δ˙ρm and δρm from Eq. (7.10). In doing so,
we use the definition of Y with Eq. (7.8) to remove the
perturbation δφ. This leads to the following equation,
φ2(w1−2w2)w3Ψ+µ1Φ+µ2ψ+αPφw2w3ψ˙ ≃ 0 , (7.11)
where
µ1 =
φ2
H
[w3(w˙1 − 2w˙2 +Hw1 − ρm)
−2w2(w2 +Hw3)] , (7.12)
µ2 = φ
2w2w6 + (1 + αP)[φ(w
2
2 +Hw2w3 + w˙2w3)
−φ˙w2w3] + α˙Pφw2w3 . (7.13)
Differentiating Eq. (7.8) with respect to t and eliminating
the terms Y˙ and Y from Eq. (6.20), it follows that
2φ2w2(1+αP)Ψ+µ3Φ+µ4ψ− 2αPφ
2w2
H
Φ˙ ≃ 0 , (7.14)
where
µ3 =
2φ
Hw3
[
φ2w2w6 + φ(w
2
2 +Hw2w3 + w˙2w3)− φ˙w2w3
+
αPφw2
H
(Hw2 + H˙w3)
]
, (7.15)
µ4 = − 1
w3
[φ3(2w3w7 + w
2
6) + φ
2{Hw3w6 + w3w˙6
+2(1 + αP)w2w6}+ φ{(1 + αP)(Hw2w3 + w˙2w3)
+α˙Pw2w3 − φ˙w3w6 + (1 + αP)2w22}
−2(1 + αP)φ˙w2w3] . (7.16)
In GP theories, we have αP = 0, in which case the two
terms containing the time derivatives ψ˙ and Φ˙ vanish in
Eqs. (7.11) and (7.14). Then, the three equations (7.9),
(7.11), and (7.14) are closed, so they can be explicitly
solved for Ψ,Φ, and ψ [54]. This property does not hold
for BGP theories with a nonvanishing value of αP. In
this case, we need to deal with Eqs. (7.11) and (7.14)
as first-order differential equations. Let us introduce the
dimensionless quantities
ǫψ =
ψ˙
Hψ
, ǫΦ =
Φ˙
HΦ
. (7.17)
On using Eqs. (7.9), (7.11), and (7.14), we can express
Ψ,Φ, and ψ in the following forms:
Ψ ≃ − F1
φµ5
a2
k2
δρm , (7.18)
Φ ≃ F2
µ5
a2
k2
δρm , (7.19)
ψ ≃ F3
µ5
a2
k2
δρm , (7.20)
where
µ5 = −(1 + αP)Hw2[(w1 − 2w2)w3µ3 − 2(1 + αP)w2µ1]
+φ(w1 − 2w2)[(w1 − 2w2)w3µ4 − 2(1 + αP)w2µ2]
+2αP(1 + αP)φ
2Hw22w3(w1 − 2w2)(ǫΦ − ǫψ),(7.21)
F1 = H [µ2µ3 − µ1µ4 + αPφw2{Hw3µ3ǫψ
−2φǫΦ(µ2 + αPφHw2w3ǫψ)}] , (7.22)
F2 = φH [2(1 + αP)w2(µ2 + αPφHw2w3ǫψ)
−(w1 − 2w2)w3µ4] , (7.23)
F3 = φH [(w1 − 2w2)w3(µ3 − 2αPφ2w2ǫΦ)
−2(1 + αP)w2µ1] . (7.24)
For αP 6= 0, Eqs. (7.18)–(7.20) are not closed, so we need
to solve the other perturbation equations of motion to
find the evolution of ǫψ and ǫΦ for a given model.
In BGP theories with nonvanishing f˜5, f˜6 but with van-
ishing f4, f5, the quantity αP vanishes, so Eqs. (7.18)–
(7.20) are closed. In such cases, the effect beyond GP
theories arises only through the quantity w3 = −2φ2qV .
The Lagrangian densities L˜N5 and LN6 , which are associ-
ated with the intrinsic vector modes, modify the quantity
qV . This modification affects the evolution of Ψ,Φ, and
ψ in a way similar to that in BP theories [54]. For the
modes deep inside the Hubble radius, the rhs of Eq. (7.4)
can be neglected relative to its lhs, such that
δ¨ + 2Hδ˙ − 4πGeffρmδ ≃ 0 . (7.25)
Using the approximation δρm ≃ ρmδ in Eq. (7.18), the
effective gravitational coupling can be estimated as
Geff =
F1
4πφµ5
. (7.26)
It is possible to rewrite Geff by using physical quantities
like qS and c
2
S. In BGP theories with αP = 0, the form
of Geff is exactly the same as Eq. (5.29) of Ref. [54].
Analogous to what happens in GP theories [54], there is
a tendency that Geff gets smaller for qV approaching 0
+.
From Eqs. (7.18) and (7.19), the effective gravitational
potential (7.6) under the quasistatic approximation reads
Φeff =
F1 + F2φ
φµ5
a2
k2
ρmδ . (7.27)
In General Relativity, the quantity (F1 + F2φ)/(φµ5)
is equivalent to 8πG, but the same quantity generally
varies in time in BGP theories with αP = 0. More-
over, the different growth of δ affects the evolution of
Φeff . In BGP theories with f4 6= 0 and f5 6= 0, we
have αP 6= 0, so the terms containing αP in Eqs. (7.21)–
(7.24) lead to the modifications to Ψ,Φ, ψ. In such cases,
Eqs. (7.26) and (7.27) contain the time derivatives ψ˙ and
Φ˙. Solving the full perturbation equations to compute
ψ˙, Φ˙ and substituting them into Eqs. (7.18)–(7.20), we
can check whether the resulting values of Ψ,Φ, and ψ re-
produce those derived by the full numerical integration.
In Sec. VII B, we will do so in the covariantized EVG
model.
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FIG. 4. Evolution of the gravitational potentials −Ψ and Φ
(normalized by their initial values) in covariantized and co-
variant EVG models for the mode k = 230a0H0 with the
model parameters β4 = 5.00×10
−2, β5 = 6.78×10
−2, p2 = 1,
p = 5, λ = 1, and the vanishing functions g5, G6, f˜5, and
f˜6. The initial conditions of perturbations are chosen to sat-
isfy Eqs. (7.18)–(7.20) with ψ˙ = 0 and Φ˙ = 0 at z = 500.
Together with the full numerical solutions, we also show the
results based on the quasistatic approximation (denoted as
“QS” inside the figure) derived by substituting the full nu-
merical solutions of ψ˙ and Φ˙ into the rhs of Eqs. (7.18) and
(7.19).
B. Evolution of scalar perturbations in the
covariantized EVG model
In the covariantized EVG model, the quantity αP is
given by
αP =
6[(1− 2p− 2p2)β4 + (p+ p2)β5]
(p+ p2)[1 + 6(1− 2p− 2p2)β4 + 2(3p+ 2p2)β5] ,
(7.28)
which does not vanish for nonzero values of β4 and β5.
Since αP is constant unlike the quantity βP, the evolution
of Ψ,Φ, and ψ is affected by the presence of αP-dependent
terms in Eqs. (7.18)–(7.20).
In Fig. 4, we plot the full numerical solutions of −Ψ
and Φ in the covariantized EVGmodel with k = 230a0H0
for β4 = 5.00 × 10−2, β5 = 6.78 × 10−2, p2 = 1,
p = 5, λ = 1, and vanishing values of g5, G6, f˜5, and
f˜6 (i.e., qV = 1). We choose the initial conditions sat-
isfying Eqs. (7.18)–(7.20) with ψ˙ = 0 and Φ˙ = 0. At
high redshifts, the background matter density dominates
over the vector-field density, so that the conditions (4.8)
are satisfied. Provided that |β4| ≪ 1 and |β5| ≪ 1,
the terms containing αP in scalar perturbation equa-
tions of motion are also suppressed in the early Uni-
verse relative to those associated with the background.
Since F1/(φµ5) ≃ F2/µ5 ≃ 4πG in this regime, the
gravitational potentials in Eqs. (7.18)–(7.19) behave as
−Ψ ≃ Φ ≃ 4πG(a2/k2)ρmδ for z ≫ 1. Since the matter
density contrast evolves as δ ∝ a during the deep matter
era, we have that −Ψ ≃ Φ ≃ constant in this regime.
In the late Universe, the dynamics of Ψ,Φ, and ψ is
modified by the growth of the density of vector deriva-
tive interactions. In Fig. 4, we observe that the gravi-
tational potentials −Ψ and Φ start to vary at low red-
shifts with the parameter η = −Φ/Ψ deviating from 1.
By solving the full perturbation equations numerically,
we compute the time derivatives ψ˙ and Φ˙ and substi-
tute them into Eqs. (7.18)–(7.19). As we see in Fig. 4,
the solutions derived under this approximation scheme
exhibit good agreement with the full numerical results.
We confirm that this is also the case for the matter per-
turbation equation (7.25) with the effective gravitational
coupling (7.26). If the terms ǫψ and ǫΦ are ignored in
Eqs. (7.18), (7.19), and (7.26), there are some deviations
from the full numerical solutions at late times. Hence, the
derivative terms ψ˙ and Φ˙ should be included for deriving
the solutions to the subhorizon perturbations accurately.
This means that the “quasistatic” approximation does
not hold in the usual sense for the theories with αP 6= 0.
Let us proceed to the discussion of the effective grav-
itational coupling Geff and the matter density contrast
δ. In BGP theories with f4 = 0 = f5, the BGP
modifications to scalar perturbations arise only from f˜6
through the quantity w3 = −2φ2qV . In the covariantized
EVG model with Eq. (5.6), the quantity qV is given by
qV = 1 + 4f˜6H
2φ2. On using the expression of Geff
given in Eq. (5.29) of Ref. [54], it is possible to realize
Geff < G for 0 < qV ≪ 1 in BGP theories with αP = 0.
For the function f˜6 = c6X
q6 , the quantity qV reduces to
Eq. (5.14), so qV can be a positive constant for q6 = p−1.
As shown in Ref. [54], however, the realization of Geff
smaller than G requires that qV is quite close to zero.
Moreover, the deviation of Geff from G is not so signifi-
cant that it is still difficult for it to be compatible with
the RSD data (see the left panel of Fig. 2 of Ref. [54]).
We can also consider the time-varying functions qV (say,
q6 > p − 1 and c6 < 0), but in such cases, we require
further tunings to ensure the stability condition qV > 0.
In BGP theories with nonvanishing functions f4 and
f5, the additional terms arising from αP to scalar per-
turbation equations of motion can modify the evolution
of Geff at low redshifts. To understand the effect of the
αP term, we first consider the covariant EVG model and
then discuss the covariantized EVG model later. In GP
theories, the value of Geff on the de Sitter solution is
generally given by [54]
(Geff)dS =
H(2Hφ2qV − w6φ− w2)
4π[(2Hφ2qV − w6φ)(w2 + 2HqT ) + w1w2] .
(7.29)
In the covariant EVG model with p2 = 1, p = 5 and
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FIG. 5. (Left) Evolution of Geff/G for the wave number k = 230a0H0 with the model parameters β4 = 5.00 × 10
−2, β5 =
6.78 × 10−2, p2 = 1, p = 5, λ = 1, and the vanishing functions g5, G6, f˜5, and f˜6. The initial conditions of perturbations are
chosen to satisfy Eqs. (7.18)–(7.20) with ψ˙ = 0 and Φ˙ = 0 at z = 500. Cases (a) and (b) correspond to the covariantized
and covariant EVG models, respectively. In case (a), the weak gravity (Geff < G) is realized by today, while in case (b), Geff
temporally increases and finally approaches a value smaller than G on the de Sitter attractor. (Right) Evolution of Geff/G for
β4 = 1.00 × 10
−2 and β5 = 0 with the other parameters the same as those used in the left panel. Cases (c) and (d) are the
covariantized and covariant EVG models, respectively, both of which correspond to the strong gravity (Geff > G). In case (c),
the asymptotic value of Geff/G on the de Sitter solution is different from that in case (d).
g5 = 0 = G6 (i.e., qV = 1), for example, Eq. (7.29) reduces to
(Geff)dS = G
(1− 11β4 + 4β5)[2 − 108β4 + 56β5 + (1− 11β4 + 4β5)(udS)2]
2 + 1584β24 + 8β5(8 + 37β5)− 12β4(11 + 116β5) + 6(11β4 − 6β5)(1 − 11β4 + 4β5)(udS)2
. (7.30)
Case (b) shown in Fig. 5 corresponds to the covariant
EVG model with β4 = 5.00×10−2, β5 = 6.78×10−2, and
udS = 1.193, so that (Geff)dS = 0.839G from Eq. (7.30).
Although Geff < G on the de Sitter attractor, Geff tem-
porally grows from the value close to G after the end of
the matter era, and then it starts to decrease toward the
value smaller than G. Since Geff > G during most of the
epoch by today, the growth rate of δ in case (b) is larger
than that in the ΛCDM model for z ≥ 0. This property
can be confirmed by the numerical integration of fσ8
plotted in Fig. 6, where f ≡ δ˙/(Hδ) and σ8 is the ampli-
tude of δ at the comoving 8 h−1 Mpc scale (h is the nor-
malized Hubble constant H0 = 100h km sec
−1Mpc−1).
The values of fσ8 in case (b) are larger than those of the
ΛCDM model in the redshift range 0 ≤ z . 1.
In BGP theories with αP 6= 0, the estimation (7.29)
loses its validity. The time derivatives ψ˙ and Φ˙ gener-
ally approach zero toward the de Sitter solution, but the
same property also holds for ψ and Φ. Although the two
quantities ǫψ and ǫΦ should be finite on the de Sitter
attractor, their values are not known a priori.
In case (a) of Fig. 5, we plot the evolution of Geff/G
in the covariantized EVG model with qV = 1 for the
same parameters β4, β5, p2, and p as those used in case
(b). While the values of Geff on the de Sitter solution
are similar to each other between cases (a) and (b), the
significant difference arises during the transition from the
end of the matter era to the de Sitter attractor. In case
(a), Geff first decreases to reach a minimum with Geff ≃
0.8G at the redshift around z = 0. After the temporal
increase of Geff toward the regime Geff > G in the future,
the effective gravitational coupling finally approaches a
value smaller than G. Unlike case (b), the weak gravity
(Geff < G) can be realized by today.
As we see in case (a) of Fig. 6, the values of fσ8 at low
redshifts are smaller than those of the ΛCDM model. By
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FIG. 6. Evolution of fσ8 vs the redshift z (in the regime 0 ≤
z ≤ 2) for the four cases (a), (b), (c), and (d) corresponding to
the models in Fig. 5. The initial conditions of perturbations
are chosen to satisfy Eqs. (7.18)–(7.20) and ψ˙ = 0, Φ˙ = 0 with
the comoving wave number k = 230a0H0 and σ8(z = 0) =
0.82. The evolution of fσ8 in the ΛCDM model is plotted
as a dashed bold line. We also show the bounds of fσ8 with
error bars constrained from the RSD measurements [70–77].
using the best-fit value of σ8(z = 0) constrained by the
Planck CMB measurement [10], case (a) can be compat-
ible with most of the recent RSD data. This behavior
arises from the existence of nonvanishing terms αP be-
yond the domain of GP theories. Thus, the BGP theo-
ries offer an interesting possibility of realizing weak grav-
itational interactions consistent with the RSD measure-
ments.
The evolution of Geff is subject to modifications for dif-
ferent choices of β4 and β5. In the right panel of Fig. 5,
we plot the evolution of Geff/G in the covariantized EVG
model [case (c)] and in the covariant EVG model [case
(d)] for β4 = 1.00×10−2 and β5 = 0 with the other model
parameters the same as those used in the left panel. Since
udS = 1.172 in these cases, the estimation (7.30) gives
(Geff)dS = 1.159G on the de Sitter solution in the co-
variant EVG model. In case (d) of Fig. 5, Geff starts to
evolve from the value close to G and then it continuously
grows to the asymptotic value 1.159G. In case (c), the
existence of nonvanishing terms αP leads to a different
value of Geff (≃ 1.2G) on the de Sitter solution. As we
see in Fig. 5, the effective gravitational coupling in case
(c) is also larger than G during the cosmic expansion his-
tory. Since the growths of Geff/G in cases (c) and (d) are
similar to each other for z ≥ 0, the values of fσ8 are also
degenerate. In Fig. 6, cases (c) and (d) do not fit the
RSD data very well due to the property Geff > G.
FIG. 7. Evolution of the weak lensing gravitational potential
Φeff (normalized by its initial value) for cases (a) and (c)
shown in Fig. 5 and for the ΛCDM model. The present epoch
(z = 0) is shown as a vertical thin line.
In Fig. 7, we plot the evolution of Φeff defined by (7.6)
in the covariantized EVG model for cases (a) and (c) in
Fig. 5. The weak lensing gravitational potential in case
(a) decreases faster than that in the ΛCDM model for
z ≥ 0, whereas in case (c), Φeff initially exhibits tiny
growth and starts to decrease by today. This differ-
ence arises from the different evolution of Ψ as well as
η. We expect that future observations of weak lensing
offer the possibility of distinguishing between the covari-
antized EVG model and the ΛCDM model.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the cosmology in BGP theories with
five propagating degrees of freedom (one scalar, two vec-
tors, and two tensors) on the flat FLRW background.
Compared to second-order GP theories with the La-
grangian densities (2.2)–(2.6), there are four additional
derivative interactions given by Eqs. (2.11)–(2.14). The
latter interactions are detuned to keep the equations of
motion up to second order, but they still do not cause
the Ostrogradski instability with the Hamiltonian un-
bounded from below.
At the background level, the equations of motion (3.3)–
(3.5) contain four functions A2,3,4,5 defined by Eq. (3.1).
In GP theories, they are associated with the four func-
tions G2,3,4,5 in L2,3,4,5. In BGP theories, the additional
functions f4 and f5, which are related to the intrinsic
scalar mode, also arise from LN4 and LN5 . Introducing
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the functions B4 and B5 as Eq. (3.1), there are two re-
lations (3.6) and (3.7) between A4, A5, f4, and f5. Since
f4 = 0 = f5 in GP theories, the functions B4 and B5
are directly related to A4 and A5. In BGP theories,
the existence of two free functions B4 and B5 leads to
modifications to the evolution of cosmological perturba-
tions. Moreover, the additional two functions f˜5 and f˜6
in L˜N5 and LN6 , which are associated with intrinsic vec-
tor modes, also affect the dynamics of vector and scalar
perturbations.
Since our interest is the application of BGP theories to
the late-time cosmic acceleration, we have explored the
cosmological dynamics for a concrete dark energy sce-
nario called the covariantized EVG model. In GP the-
ories, there is a counterpart dubbed the covariant EVG
model. In these two models, the functions A2,3,4,5 are the
same, but the functions B4,5 are different, i.e., Eq. (3.11)
for the covariant EVG and Eq. (3.12) for the covari-
antized EVG. Hence, the background expansion history
is the same in both cases with the dark energy equation
of state given by Eq. (3.26). Since the background so-
lution is characterized by the phantom equation of state
during the matter era (wDE = −1−s with s = p2/p > 0)
followed by a de Sitter attractor, these two models can
be clearly distinguished from the ΛCDM model.
In Sec. IV, we discussed theoretically consistent condi-
tions of tensor perturbations in the covariantized EVG
model. While the no-ghost condition is the same as that
in the covariant EVG model, the stability condition is
different due to a modification of the tensor propagation
speed. Provided that the normalized constants β4 and β5
defined by Eq. (3.20) are in the range (4.18), there are
neither ghosts nor Laplacian instabilities in both covari-
antized and covariant EVG models.
In Sec. V, we studied no-ghost and stability conditions
of vector perturbations in the small-scale limit. The in-
trinsic vector modes arising from L˜N5 and LN6 lead to mod-
ifications to the quantities qV and c
2
V relative to those in
GP theories. As long as the conditions (5.9) and (5.11)
are satisfied for f˜6 < 0 and f˜5 > 0, it is possible to avoid
the appearance of ghosts and Laplacian instabilities in
BGP theories with (5.6).
In Sec. VI, we derived no-ghost and stability condi-
tions of scalar perturbations in the presence of radia-
tion and nonrelativistic matter. In BGP theories, the
scalar propagation speed cS arising from the longitudinal
mode of the vector field is coupled to the matter sound
speeds, the mixing of which is weighed by the parameter
βP. The quantity βP is proportional to the combination
f4+3Hφf5, which vanishes in GP theories (f4 = 0 = f5).
We studied the evolution of c2S from the radiation era to
the de Sitter epoch in the covariantized EVG model and
showed that the mixing is suppressed in such a way that
c2S is practically equivalent to the decoupled value c
2
P with
|c2P| ≫ |βP|. Analytically, we obtained the values of c2S
during radiation, deep matter, and de Sitter epochs and
derived the stability conditions (6.53)–(6.55) in the limit
that |β4| ≪ 1, |β5| ≪ 1. We also found that the difference
of c2S between covariantized and covariant EVG models
mostly comes from the different choices of the functions
B4 and B5 in c
2
P.
In Sec. VII, we investigated the evolution of matter
density contrast and gravitational potentials for the sub-
horizon perturbations associated with the observations
of large-scale structures and weak lensing. On using the
so-called quasistatic approximation, we showed that the
existence of BGP Lagrangian densities LN4 and LN5 gives
rise to time derivatives ψ˙ and Φ˙, while they do not appear
in GP theories. Hence, the perturbation equations for the
scalar degree of freedom ψ and gravitational potentials
Ψ and Φ are not closed even under this approximation
scheme. In BGP theories, we need to solve the full per-
turbation equations of motion in order to know the evo-
lution of perturbations accurately. Computing the time
derivatives ψ˙ and Φ˙ by the full numerical integration and
substituting them into Eqs. (7.18) and (7.19), they can
reproduce the full numerical solutions to Ψ and Φ; see
Fig. 4.
In both covariantized and covariant EVG models, we
studied the evolution of the effective gravitational cou-
pling Geff and the growth rate of matter perturbations.
Even when the values of Geff on the de Sitter attractor
are similar to each other between the two models, the
behavior of Geff during the transition from the matter
era to the de Sitter epoch is generally different (e.g., the
left panel of Fig. 5). In the covariantized EVG model, it
is possible to realize the situation in which Geff decreases
to the value like Geff ≃ 0.8G by today. In this case, the
growth rate of matter perturbations is smaller than that
in the ΛCDM model, so the covariantized EVG model
can be compatible with the recent RSD data of fσ8 even
by using the Planck best fit of σ8(z = 0); see Fig. 6. This
behavior of weak gravity occurs by the existence of the
BGP derivative interactions LN4 and LN5 .
In the covariant EVG model, the existence of intrin-
sic vector modes allows the possibility of Geff < G, but
this requires that the quantity qV is quite close to zero
[54]. Moreover, the values of Geff in the redshift range
0 ≤ z < 1 are not significantly smaller than G in gen-
eral, so the realization of weak gravity in the covari-
ant EVG model is limited compared to the covariantized
EVG model. Hence, it is possible to distinguish between
the two models from the fσ8 data of RSD measurements.
Depending on the model parameters, the covariantized
EVG model can also lead to Geff larger than G (like the
right panel of Fig. 5), so it may be possible to exclude
some parameter spaces from the RSD data. The weak
lensing gravitational potential Φeff also exhibits the dif-
ference from that in the ΛCDM (see Fig. 7), so this in-
formation can be used to place constraints on the covari-
antized EVG model further.
We have thus shown that BGP theories allow the con-
struction of a concrete dark energy model with the equa-
tion of state wDE smaller than −1, while the growth rate
of matter perturbations can be compatible with the RSD
data by reflecting the property Geff < G. A similar at-
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tempt was carried out in GLPV scalar-tensor theories
[32], but it was later found that the model proposed for
realizing Geff < G is plagued by the problem of solid-
angle-deficit singularities at the center of a spherically
symmetric body [33]. In BGP theories, solid-angle-deficit
singularities do not generally arise due to the existence
of a temporal vector component [59]. It remains to be
seen whether future high-precision observations including
RSD and weak lensing show some evidence that the co-
variantized EVG model is favored over the ΛCDMmodel.
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Appendix A: SCALAR PROPAGATION SPEED
FOR THE COVARIANT EVG MODEL
In this Appendix, we compute the scalar propagation
speed squared c2S for the covariant EVG model in the
limits ΩDE → 0 (radiation and early matter eras) and
ΩDE → 1,Ωr → 0 (de Sitter era). Since βP vanishes
in this case, c2S is exactly equivalent to c
2
P. During the
radiation, early matter, and de Sitter eras, we obtain the
following values of c2S, respectively:
(cS)
2
r =
2− 3p− 4p2 − 2β5(3p+ 2p2 − 1)(3p+ 4p2 − 6) + 6β4[6 + 6p2 + 8(p2 − 2)p2 + p(14p2 − 17)]
3p2[6(2p+ 2p2 − 1)β4 − (4p2 + 6p)β5 − 1] , (A1)
(cS)
2
m =
3− 5p− 6p2 − 2β5[9 + 3p(5p− 11) + 4p2(3p2 + 7p− 6)] + 6β4[9 + p(10p− 27) + 2p2(6p2 + 11p− 12)]
6p2[6(2p+ 2p2 − 1)β4 − (4p2 + 6p)β5 − 1] , (A2)
(cS)
2
dS =
ξ[(p+ p2)ξ − γ{γ + (1 + p)(1− 2p2β5)}(qV u2)dS]
6γ2(2p2β5 − 1){γ + p(1− 2p2β5)}(qV u2)dS , (A3)
where
ξ ≡ p2[γ + (1 + p)(1 − 2p2β5)][1 + 6(5− 2p− 2p2)β4 − 2(6− 3p− 2p2)β5]
+ [γ + p(1− 2p2β5)][γ + (p− 1)(1− 2p2β5)]. (A4)
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